It has been proved in various ways that (1) [7] ). Monroe [8] 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM.
A distribution F has atomic.ends if for some a b, (the "ends"),
If strict inequality occurs throughout (3), we will l say that F has non exclusive atomic ends.
We will prove in lemma 2 that if T is an st and B(r)
is not supported by one or two points, then there exists an ultimate st r' such that ~(B(,r')) has non exclusive atomic ends. Lemma 4 will show this to be an impossibility. This implies that (6) e M.
But, by lemma L (for, if its conditions are not met, the statement of (ii) is trivial),
) .M.
Combine (6) and (7) Hence, T ~.T' of lemma 3.
In view of (10) We thus obtain (upon substituting P~ for P(X []
